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On March 10, Tegucigalpa Archbishop Oscar Rodriguez announced the first set of recommendations
for armed forces reforms, drawn up by members of a blue-ribbon commission recently appointed by
President Rafael Callejas (see CAU 03/05/93). Rodriguez, who chairs the group, said the commission
recommended that the secret police (Direccion Nacional de Investigaciones, DNI) be immediately
placed under the direction of a special three-member board, to be comprised of two civilians and
one official from the military-controlled police (Fuerza de Seguridad Publica, FUSEP). According
to Rodriguez, the special board would be responsible for running the DNI during a "transition
period." The board would also oversee implementation of a purge of DNI personnel involved
in human rights abuses and corruption. In essence, the board would run the DNI for an interim
period, until all involved parties agree on a definitive solution and timetable for removing the
institution from military control. In addition, as a stop-gap measure to reduce corruption among
DNI agents, the commission suggested an increase in salaries and benefits. The recommendations
must now be approved or rejected by President Callejas. The commission was formed in response
to a wave of demands for an overhaul of the DNI following testimony by DNI defector Josue Zuniga
in mid-February (for coverage of Zuniga's testimony see CAU 02/26/93). To date, four DNI agents
accused by Zuniga of involvement in drug trafficking, corruption, and torture have appeared in
court. In all four instances, the judges ruled a lack of evidence to prosecute. For many Hondurans,
the DNI only represents the most visible reflection of the larger problems of military impunity,
human rights violations, and corruption. As a result, the military is attempting to contain the current
crisis within the confines of the DNI. However, human rights activists and others who advocate
military subordination to civilian authority have seized the opportunity to push for more changes,
demanding far reaching reforms similar to those which took place in neighboring El Salvador
and Nicaragua. This would include an overhaul in some of the other institutions controlled by the
Honduran military, such as the regular police (FUSEP), the transit police, the treasury police, and
immigration. "There is now consensus in Honduran civil society on the need to demand an end to
abuses by government security forces and to guarantee respect for the rights of human beings,"
said Hector Hernandez, president of the powerful Unitary Federation of Honduran Workers
(Federacion Unitaria de Trabajadores de Honduras, FUTH). "We are currently going through a very
special moment, one which can significantly advance the democratization of our country." Similar
sentiments often accompanied by specific complaints and testimonies have been expressed with
increasing frequency on the pages of the country's newspapers and over the airwaves. "The people
will no longer be satisfied with cosmetic solutions or simple changes in appearance," said Rafael
Alegria, a leader from the Honduran Peasant Organization Coordinating Committee (COCOCH).
"What they are now demanding is justice at every level." (Source: Agence France-Presse, 03/10/93;
Agencia Centroamericana de Noticias-Spanish news service EFE, 03/11/93)
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